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The UPN Central Hub Operation will be relocating from spring
2020. UPN will be relocating to more modern and expansive
facilities very close to its current operation at Fradley Park.
This move confirms UPN’s commitment to
growth over the next decade and beyond.
Over £2 million is being invested to further
develop the new facility to ensure that it fully
meets the specific needs and requirements
of the highly specialised UPN operation.
“The UPN Board of Directors are extremely
excited about this move and the significant
potential for growth and expansion that
it will bring for both our company and our
member network,” said David Brown – UPN
Managing Director, “This move and level of

investment will ensure that we continue to
be recognised as a high quality, member
focussed UK pallet network.”
“The move will increase our capacity for
further business growth and our new
facility will provide us with an operational
throughput of over 11,500 pallets per night.”
The specific date of the move will be defined
once site development work is complete. The
intention is to be fully operational from the
new Central Hub facility during May 2020.
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SECTOR
SPOTLIGHT
Pallet Handling –
Health and Safety
In light of recent press
coverage concerning
pallet weights and the
impact on health and
safety the Association
of Pallet Networks
began benchmarking
pallet weights
delivered with some surprising results.
The average pallet weight delivered
across all members is less than 400kg
per pallet – far lower (on average) than
previously thought.
“Weight is just one factor in the safe
handling of pallets”, observed Paul
Sanders Chairman of the APN, “load
presentation, quality of wrapping,
standard of stacking, and manual handling
techniques are all contributory factors in
our members risk assessments and we are
working with the RHA/HSE Tail lift working
group and the wider transport sector to
devise a best practice approach in this
area. We will share our findings from the
research through our website, where we
already have numerous best practice
documents which are freely available to
download for any transport operator or
their customers. ”
www.theapn.co.uk

NETWORK MEMBER NEWS

UPN WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
UPN is further strengthening its high quality network with three important new members –
TWC Logistics, Lombard Shipping PLC, and Omega Express Couriers Limited.
Established in 2004, TWC Logistics also work
with APC Overnight and Whistl to provide a
comprehensive portfolio of delivery services
including post, parcel, sameday, and international
options. “We’re building a strong local business here
at TWC, with a full range of high quality support
services for businesses in our area”, said Managing
Director – Andy Crockett, “We have been impressed
by UPN and its friendly professional approach. We
are really looking forward to developing our pallet
freight business through its network”. Shrewsbury
based TWC Logistics is handling TF and SY postcodes
for UPN.

Andrew Crockett (left) with Andrew Spencer UPN Regional Director

Also joining UPN is Lombard Shipping PLC,
headquartered in Ipswich with operating centres
in Belfast, Dublin, Liverpool, Huddersfield, and
Norwich. “We are pleased to be joining UPN and we
are confident the service the network provides will
be a valuable addition to our business. UPN’s ethos
of service excellence strongly reflects our own
core value of providing a quality service to all of our
customers. We look forward to working closely with
UPN going forward.” said Lombard Shipping PLC
Managing Director, Simon Fraser. Lombard Shipping
PLC will be handling partial IP postcodes for UPN.
Completely new to the world of pallet networking Omega Express Couriers is
already a dedicated specialist road freight company handling small pallets to
full loads. “This is the first time we have been involved with a pallet network
and we’re extremely excited by the opportunities now open to us through
being a member of UPN”, said Transport Manager – Giuseppe Ammirato, “UPN have a really professional and
accessible team and we are confident that this is going to be a successful and profitable partnership between
our companies”. Dunstable based Omega Express Couriers is handling several HP and MK postcodes for UPN.

PARCELRITE @25
FTA Brexit
Updates
The Freight Trade
Association is updating
its website on an ongoing basis regarding
the evolving Brexit situation.
Under “Find out what Brexit means for
logistics” - there is really helpful detail
including –
• Brexit No Deal Help – Top line advice on
all key areas that will be impacted

This year Parcelrite is celebrating a very special milestone in its history. Established on 4th
April 1994 the company has now been in operation for twenty five years. The Parcelrite team
celebrated this landmark with a special staff party evening recently recognizing the company’s
success, growth and longevity.
“Our association and partnership with UPN over the years
has been very lucrative in allowing us to operate both a parcel
and pallet facility which greatly enhances our ability to
provide our customers with a very comprehensive service,”
commented Parcelrites Katie Strong, “Our philosophy is to
provide a comprehensive and completive quality service to
our many customers. Our quality of service is reflected in

our partnership with UPN and our parcel network, we strive
to continue to grow our business yearly.”
Leicester based Parcelrite have been handling LE postcodes
for UPN since our network commenced operations way
back in 2001. Parcelrite also work with APC to complement
its pallet network business with a parallel parcel
network offering.

• Brexit Information Service – The most
relevant Brexit developments
• Events and Webinars – FTA events
exploring and explaining Brexit
implications
• What is FTA doing? – How the FTA is
campaigning for logistics in this arena
www.fta.co.uk/international-trade/brexit
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LIAM CONNOLLY (ROADFREIGHT) – WE’RE IN THE HANDS OF EXPERTS

facility in Lisnaskea, ideally positioned close to the NI/ROI
border providing cost effective access to multiple markets.
Family owned, and managed and operated by members of
the Connolly family, the company has continued to develop
and grow over the past four decades by focusing on
provision of the highest levels of quality service.

As the Brexit challenge continues to cloud logistics
across the Irish Sea, Liam Connolly (Roadfreight)
are being fully proactive with communication
in this evolving scenario with ongoing regularly
updated Brexit advice at www.liamconnolly.co.uk/brexit-are-your-prepared. Such
an initiative is exactly what would be expected
from a company with an outstanding reputation
for expertise, service, and performance.
County Fermanagh-based Liam Connolly (Roadfreight)
have a long-term agreement to be the All-Ireland member

of the United Pallet Network (UPN) and our two companies
have now worked together for over ten years.
“Our relationship with UPN is really excellent,” Said Director
Darren Connolly, “UPN are a high quality organisation, with
great people who are easy to deal with and are always
responsive to our needs, Team UPN is serving both
of us very well. We do everything UPN ask of us, and
this is reciprocated by both UPN and of course its
mainland members.”
Formed in 1981, by Founder Liam Connolly, the company
now operates from a 135,000-square foot purpose built

Liam Connolly (Roadfreight) are FORS accredited
allowing the company to offer 100% accredited coverage
across the UK. They have also been awarded ISO 9001
accreditation. This standard recognised worldwide
provides assurances to customers and partners that Liam
Connolly (Roadfreight) Ltd operates to the highest quality
standards and that all regulatory requirements are met for
services provided.
UPN All Ireland Member Liam Connolly (Roadfreight)
continues to grow from strength to strength on the
back of its unique reputation for providing high quality,
highly reliability logistics services. In these challenging
and unpredictable times UPN members and clients can
be confident that services across the Irish Sea are in
safe hands.

CTW – THIRTY YEARS
OF GROWTH
Established in 1989 by Keith Croker as a one man band Chiltern
Transport & Warehousing (CTW) has now grown to employ over
40 staff members and runs 15 vehicles. In 2019 the company are
celebrating a 30th year of trading, with the signing of a 10 year
extension to its Pitstone, Buckinghamshire site and the investment
of over £1 million on a replacement programme of new vehicles and
trailers. Trailers include a longer 15.65m semi-trailer, allowing CTW
to reduce miles travelled and CO2e impact on the environment.
“We have maintained a core philosophy based on flexibility and a passion for
serving our specific markets. Our primary objective is to provide the most effective,
successful and competitive range of transport and warehousing services available,”
said founder Keith Croker, “We achieve this by talking and listening to customers,
and forging long term partnerships built on good communication, a commitment to
service, competitive pricing and trust.”

Originally a freight forwarder CTW invested in fleet and infrastructure in 2005 and
took the step to join UPN in 2012 covering HP, LU and WD postcodes.
Following a significant recent restructure CTW has grown to the next level with the
added support of Director and new shareholder Iain Hamilton - “After years of dealing
with CTW and seven years of working as a Director, I’m thoroughly looking forward to
the next 30 years of CTW!”, said Iain
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CV SHOW 2019 SUCCESS

UPN were once again one of only two
Pallet Networks exhibiting at the
Commercial Vehicle Show which was held
as usual at the iconic Birmingham NEC.
Over the course of this massive and
spectacular three day industry showcase
the UPN Senior Management Team were
able to meet member prospects, member
contacts, and industry colleagues to cement
relationships and to position UPN strongly
as a leading player in our unique
market sector.

The largest transport and logistics event in
the UK the CV Show has over 450 exhibitors
and over 20,000 delegates. The UK’s largest
commercial vehicle show saw a packed
agenda, with vehicle launches and big
announcements demonstrating confidence
and buoyancy in the sector.
In times of potential uncertainty in other UK
market sectors, the road transport industry
and all that surrounds it continues to show
clear signs of confidence, not least the pallet
networking sector.

SUPER LEAGUE UPN!
This summer UPN are going “Super League” with twenty
four metre LED scrolling signs at ten live televised Super
League Matches over the 2019 season. This powerful pitch
side advertising will help to raise UPN brand profile through
impactful exposure at this exploding high action sport.
There’s extensive TV coverage and “Sky Sports” have been the
primary broadcast partner of “Super League” since its inaugural
season. In addition to “Sky Sports”’ live coverage, BBC Sport broadcast
a weekly highlights programme called the “Super League Show”.
“Super League” is the top-level professional rugby league club
competition in the Northern Hemisphere. The league has twelve
teams: eleven from England and one from France. “Super League”
actually began in 1996, when it replaced the Rugby Football League
Championship and switched from a winter to a summer season.
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